


*SPH refers to smiles per hour.

This Socata MS-893 Cockpit and Flying
guide has been produced to make getting
acquainted with your new aeroplane,
both simpler and more fun. To this end,
this is not an “of�icial” pilot’s manual and
should not be considered such.

The Socata is a brilliant and simple little
workhorse of an aeroplane. It’s high
angled wings allow for stability at low
speeds and shorter take-off speeds than
you might think. Allowing you to take the
aeroplane into new areas of exploration.

Your new Socata also comes with some
rather innovative extras which we will
explain further into this guide.

We won’t be teaching you how to �ly, that
is not the purpose of this guide. We are
going to assume that you have a good
working knowlege of �light simulators
and �lying in them.

All the controls on the socata are
relatively simple to get to and are laid out
in a sensible and pilot friendly manner.
The innovative extras that we have
designed for your aircraft will allow you
to customise your aircraft to make it
truly yours.

We thank you for purchasing the Socata
and hope that you enjoy �lying the
aeroplane as much as we enjoyed
making it.

The sky is not the limit

Socata MS-893
Whilst a lot of Socata MS893 aircraft
were modi�ied in service these are the
leading particulars. Please note that
due to lower than ideal SPH * we have
boosted some of the following
performance for a more well rounded
and enjoyable experience.

Dimensions:

Wing span 9.61 m ( 31 ft 6 in)
Length 6.97m ( 22 ft 11in)
Height 2.69m ( 8ft 10 in)
Wing area 12. 3 m 2 ( 132 sq ft )

Performance :

Max speed 242 km/h (131 kt),
Max cruise 209 km/h (113 kt).
Rate of climb 540ft/min.
Service ceiling 10,500ft.
Max range 853km (460nm).

Powerplant :

One 130kW (180hp) Continental O-
360 A �lat four piston engine driving a
two blade �ixed pitch propeller.



Panel guide and notes

Please refer to avionics section
For more information
on this panel.

1. Suction gauge

2. Airspeed indicator

3. Compass ( Nb : See Customise section )

4. AHI

5. Altitude and kohlsman readout.

6. Turn and slip indicator ( can be locked )

7. Clock

8. Vertical speed indicator

9. Switch panel ( Nb : see next section )

10. Master battery switch

11. Master alternator switch

12. Parking brake handle

13. Magneto and starter.

14. Carburettor heat

15. Throttle.

16. Pitch control ( not �itted... )

17. Rudder trim control

18. Mixture lever.

19. Heater.

20. Elevator trim control

21. Toggle yokes button

22. Outside air temp.

23. Fuel selector.

24. Warning lights

25. Engine RPM gauge

26. Davtron

27. Engine gauges

28. Egt gauge

29. Cylinder head temperature gauge



Panel areas and notes

1. Fuel pump switch

2. Turn and slip lock switch

3. Pitot heat switch

4. Beacon light

5. Both panel lights ( see note )

6. Flood lighting ( useful for situational awareness )

7. Nav light switch

The panel light switch turns both panel
lights on at the same time. This can also
be achieved by clicking both lights
individually. Please note that you have
full control over which light is on. If you
wish to only have the pilots side on then
click just the pilots side. And vice versa.

Remember this is your Socata.

1. Park warning light

2. Pitot heat warning light

3. Fuel pressure warning light

4. Fuel tap warning light ( fuel cock )

5. Oil pressure warning light

6. Generator warning light

7. Fuel pressure and oil pressure ( Pressure is in bar )

8. Oil temperature ( celisius )

9. Fuel tank levels ( left and right )

10. Battery amp ( draw )

Of note is the hobbs gauge readout in the RPM gauge
above the engine monitoring gauges. This value is
taken from the simulators engine hours count found
in the Prepar3d folder in your Appdata directory.
Therefore this value will be different depending on
your hours. In this case we reset the engine hours to
test the gauge.
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As you can see when you choose the none from the options
pallete all the avionics are replaced with ductape strips over
the holes left by the radios. Please note that your tuned
radios will NOT lose their tuning. So you could tune your
radios using the avionics packages and then switch to this
version. That would be cheating but we’ll keep it between us!

By default the Socata is �itted with the
Bendix based radios/avionic set. This
set can be changed out to the Collins
set, and for the adventurous... no radios
at all. This functionality can be found on
the options page. The options page has
a help page that will describe what each
option does.

In each case the radio options that you
choose will have an effect on the layout
and the gauges that are installed. In the
case of the Bendix set the RMI is to be
found next to the VOR gauge on the
panel and the compass is in the centre
of the pilots side panel.

Upon switching to the Collins layout the
compass on the pilots side panel is
replaced with the RMI gauge.

Choosing no Avionics removes the
radios altogether and the davtron as
well. This is the simplest and purest
way of �lying. By the seat of your pants.
Possibly not legal though! Refer to next
page for radios functionality.Radio/Avionics

Bendix radio set

Collins radio set

Avionics removed



The bendix set and it’s gauges differ
slightly in appearance but do the
same job as the collins. Which one to
choose is up to you via the options
panel.

1. Power for KX155 ( nav comms )

2. Swap comm frequency

3. Adjust standby frequency

4. Swap Nav frequency

5. Adjust standby frequency

6. Power to transponder

7. Adjust the transponder settings.

8. ADF/ANT ( not simulated )

9. BF0 ( not simulated )

10. Swap standby ADF1

11. Change to the different timers.

12. Start/stop/reset timers

13. Power to ADF.

14. Adjust ADF frequency.

The Collins based radio set has a
slightly different gauge set and
layout. This is advantageous should
you wish to learn a different
technique.

1. Nav power

2. Adjust standby NAV frequency

3. Swap active/standby frequencies

4. Comm power

5. Swap active/standby frequencies

6. Adjust standby Comm frequency

7. Power to ATC( transponder )

8. Adjust transponder code.

9. Power to ADF

10. Adjust ADF frequency

11. Swap Standby ADF1

Radio/Avionics - functions

Bendix radio set Collins radio set
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Same as the interior options the exterior option allows for
the �inish of the paint to be changed on the �ly without the
need to reload the simulator/aeroplane. This allows you to
make up your mind as to how used ( or not ) the plane is. If
you are a repainter please refer repaint page in this manual,
on how this works. And how you could utilise some of the
extras to give your work that extra boost!

The Rallye is still in production. It is now produced under
license by Polish company PZL as the Koliber. The Koliber (
which means Hummingbird ) is still being used and makes up
some of the 3300 Rallye’s made.

Exterior options

DID YOU KNOW?

On this page you will �ind the controls
to remove pilots ( single and both ) and
their positions.

The avionics options. As noted in the
previous page.

The interior options.

These options will allow you to switch
out certain parts individually to
different colours on the �ly without
needing to reload the simulator. Please
note that there is a slight �licker the �irst
time you switch the colours. This is
down to the texture being loaded on the
�ly.

Control over the side trim is separate to
the carpetting and the seats.

The seats can be coloured separately to
each other etc.

Please understand that Aeroplaneheaven is
not liable for your colour choices.

Options build sheet.

Interior options



How to start the Socata safely.

The socata is a remarkably simple aircraft to start,
taxy and to �ly. Landing is also rather easy which is a
good thing.

The Socata can be started using the CTRL+E method
however if you are feeling adventurous or in fact are
not in too much of a hurry to get off the ground then
you can follow the following few steps.

The following steps assume a cold start. If you have
left the aircraft in an almost ready situation then you
can safely skip that step. All keyboard shortcuts
mentioned are default.

This guide is meant for �lightsimulator use only. To
be honest it is quite odd that a simple little addon
developer in Australia has to write something like
this however this is the litigous world we live in.

Whilst there isn’t a right or wrong way to start a
Socata, it is good practice to start with the brakes
�irst. Then ensure that the battery is on and that you
have power to the gauges.

This is the step where you do all the things that you
would do if this was real. Now we arent saying that
you shouldnt strap yourself in, clean your windows
etc. But to be honest you might be taking immersion
a little too far.

Quick start guide

Step 1. Step 2.



Depending on your choice of radios or none then
please take the time to tune the radios to the
required frequency. The collins and bendix radios
only need to be set once each remembers the other.
If you choose no radios you can skip this step.

How to start the Socata safely.

With the fuel checked and selected turn on the
booster pump. If cold prime the throttle a few times
( 2-3 times ) then make sure the throttle is slightly
opened. Refer to check list for exact measurement.
Mixture to full rich ( in )

Set the magnetos to start ( Right mouse and hold
button like a car ) once the engine has started
release the mouse button. Pay attention to the RPM
gauge ( should be within 800 - 1000 RPM. )

Step 4.Step 3. Step 5.



Switch on the alternator switch which is found to the
right of the battery switch. If you forget this step you
are running on battery only and you will drain it.

How to start the Socata safely. Congratulations! Now let’s get into the air!

Check oil pressure and fuel pressure. Please refer to
checklist for actual amounts. If within limits turn off
the fuel pump.

Lastly check that the ignition is correctly working
and is dropping the correct amount by switching the
magnetos to either the left or right. Ensure you dont
switch them off.

Step 7.Step 6. Step 8.



Release the parking brake and test the toe brakes for
pressure. Move your lever back to test elevator
movement.

How to take-off , fly and land the Socata. Take-off

Push the carburettor heat lever in. And make sure
that the mixture lever is fully in. Check the fuel tank
level and pressure . This is your last chance to make
sure you have enough fuel for your trip.

Ensure that your �laps are set to what you require.
On a smaller air�ield you may need to the �irst notch
on the lever. To help you can also set the elevator
trim tab to slight nose up.

Step 2.Step 1. Step 3.



Maintain a slight rearward pressure on the stick to
help with lifting the aircraft in to the air. Release the
brakes

How to take-off , fly and land the Socata. Congratulations you are now in the air!

Once the airplane has reached between 50 -70 km/h
then apply some more back pressure on the stick to
raise the nose wheel. At 100 KM/h you will be able
to take-off. Please refer to check list for different
procedures based on environmental hazards.

Well you are now in the air. You may notice the
autoslats moving in and out. This is normal this is a
feature of the Socata that allows the plane to have
very good slow speed characteristics.

Step 5.Step 4. Step 6.



To maintain a healthy engine and a relatively good
fuel consumption please ensure to keep the RPM to
around 2450 RPM under 1500 ft and add a further
100 RPM to this �igure for above 3000ft. As with
everything practice.

How to take-off , fly and land the Socata. Cruising tips & getting ready to land

You shoud be adjusting the mxture for the
conditions. The procedure is
- Stabilise the speed and engine RPM.
- Slowly pull the mixture lever to obtain RPM.
- Avoid too lean settings ( or use automixture in FS )

So now that you have arrived at your destination it is
now time to land the aircraft. Before landing check
the following:
- Mixture control to full rich
- Switch the fuel pump on
- Engine RPM should be around 1700 -1800.

Once you are on what you consider a good angle and
lined up for the correct runway ( please note AH is
not liable for any infractions you may incur by
landing “willy-nilly” ) then start the procedure to
land.

Cruising



Check and re-check the mixture settings. You must
be in full rich ( mixture lever fully in ). Drop the
engine RPM to around 1500 RPM and reduce the
speed to around 120 KM/H. Do not worry about the
autoslats. They are doing their job!

Landing the Socata with style and safety Congratulations! Enjoy that cold beverage!

Lower the �laps based on conditios. These conditions
can be found on the checklist under the approach
section. Close the throttle to achieve 800 - 900 RPM.

You may require the elevator trim to achieve the
correct glide angle.

After touch down ( preferrable on the rear wheels
�irst for the perfect touch down ) pull the stick fully
rearward to allow the nose to drop down. Apply
brakes when safely on the ground. Exhale. You’ve
done it!

Step 2.Step 1. Step 3.



Some small tips to help you with repainting.

Anything that isnt to do with the fuselage is found
on the soc_notfuse texture and anything that has
something to do with the fuselage is found on the
soc_fuse texture. Yes.

Glass is still nonPBR as the utilisation isnt entirely
correct yet ( as of p3d v4.5 )

In the shared texture folder you will �ind a folder
called options. Inside this is the extra textures that
are used when you switch out the paint optinos.
Open these in your editor you could then mix and
match them to achieve some rather interesting
effects.

If you are only looking at changing the colours of
the socata then you only need to paint the
albedo/base colour. In PBR you rarely need to put
shading in. For scratches you can put in the colour
of the metal to help bolster the scratch but this
would require you to make an Metallic map
modifcation.

If you wish to utilise the options page to allow the
end user to change the exterior look of your paint
you will need to make a used texture as well as a
non used texture.

The pickup texture has the covers for the rudder
lines on it.

Repaint information

Credits:

FDE : Aeroplaneheaven
Sound: Aeroplaneheaven
3d development: Aeroplaneheaven
Textures : Aeroplaneheaven
Tea making : Aeroplaneheaven
HobNob eviscerating : Aeroplaneheaven
Music : Iron Maiden and Parliament.

Thanks to :

- Stanislaw for the reference help

- Piotr for the extra testing at the last minute

Contact

Support : help@aeroplaneheaven.com

Website :www.aeroplaneheaven.com

Facebook :www.facebook.com/Aeroplaneheaven

If you �ind an easter egg please keep it to yourself so you
dont ruin the surprise for other people. Thanks.

mailto:help@aeroplaneheaven.com
https://www.aeroplaneheaven.com
https://www.facebook.com/Aeroplaneheaven

